The National Center for Advanced Information Components Manufacturing (NCAICM) Projects focus on manufacturing processes, materials, user facilities, standard tools, and equipment for large area emissive flat panel displays and microelectronics. Two types ofprojects are funded: 1) pre-competitive projects done at the Center, and 2)joint industry/national laboratory projects, which may carry intellectual property rights, where the work will be done at the appropriate industry or laboratory site. A summary of the NCAICM Projects will be presented.
INTRODUCTION
The National Center for Advanced Information Components Manufacturing (NCAICM) was established by congressional appropriation in the FY93 Defense Appropriation Bill. The Center, located at Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, NM, is funded through the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA). The technical focus ofNCAICM is emissive flat panel displays and associated microelectronics, specifically targeting manufacturing issues such as materials, processes, equipment, and software tools. This Center is a new avenue of collaboration between ARPA and the Department of Energy (DOE). It will help the government meet its obligation to develop dual-use capabilities for the defense and civilian sectors ofthe economy and provide a new method for cooperation and collaboration between the federal government and American industry. In particular, one ofNCAICM's goals is to provide industry access to the broad resource base available at three DOE Defense Programs laboratories --Sandia National Laboratories, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The NCAICM business model is a departure from the normal prime contractor/subcontractor structure. In order to permit maximum access to DOE technology in an industry-driven program, Phase II Projects are performed by teams comprised of one or more industrial activities and one or more DOE partners. The industrial partner is responsible for project leadership as well as overall project execution. The DOE partner is responsible for project execution and facilitation oftechnology transfer. Each is funded via a separate method but both are to operate based on a common detailed program plan.
PROGRAM DEFINITION
NCAICM was dedicated at Sandia on January 14, 1993. On March 30-3 1, 1993, a workshop in Albuquerque explained the process for industrial participation in this program. In addition, the workshop defmed the NCAICM technical project areas, requested input on industry needs, and described the resource areas available from Sandia, Los Alamos, and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. The workshop had 397 attendees representing 193 companies, 10 government agencies, and 5 universities.
Organizationally, the NCAICM program office consists of four permanent staff; a manager, two technical program managers, and an administrative support person. Technical staff and resources for the Phase I Projects will be drawn from industry, universities, and the three laboratories; Sandia, Los Alamos, and Lawrence Livermore. Policy and project oversight are provided through a Project Advisory Board (PAB), whose current membership is:
. Joint industry/national lab proposals were submitted by the lead industrial partner to ARPA for selection.
Some general comments regarding the Phase II Projects can be made. There were 62 full proposals submitted to ARPA, and there will be about 20 Phase II Projects selected. The $48M will be awarded approximately as $20M for ten flat panel display projects, $20M for eight microelectronics and optoelectronics projects, and $8M for two advanced lithography projects. About 60% ofthe funding will go to the industry participants and 40% will go to the national labs partners. Any specific awards able to be announced will be discussed in the presentation.
PHASE I PROJECTS
The Phase I Projects were selected by the Project Advisory Board. From 23 proposals, six were selected and formed into four funded projects: FPD manufacturing line modeling will be provided. The primary users for this software will be US FPD manufacturers. As such, this effort is being closely coordinated with the US Display Consortium (USDC), whose member companies are expected to be the ultimate users ofthe manufacturing line models. This software will model four baseline processes: plasma, field emission, electroluminescent, and active matrix LCD, but would be generally useful for any FPD process where complete process and process equipment information is known. Equipment manufacturers will also be able to use the software dealing with equipment models, generally known as Cost of Ownership.
The field emission display characterization facility is actually an upgrade oftwo existing facilities at Sandia National Laboratories. The first, a phosphor characterization laboratory, will be used to evaluate phosphors at energies below 5 KeV. The facility will be able to measure efficiency, conductivity, degradation, and contamination. The second laboratory will characterize the electron emission of field emitter materials and devices. The samples can be operated in either ultra-high-vacuum or with in-situ gases, and 2-D electron emission microscope mapping and Fowler-Nordheim analysis capabilities exist.
The in-situ sensors and metrology project extend ongoing activities at Sandia in this area related to semiconductors. The in-situ sensors will be used in processing chambers for spatial resolution of contaminants, process control, and process endpoint monitoring. The metrology area will work in both surface and fluid metrology for contamination and defect measurements. Although this effort had its beginnings in the semiconductor arena, many ofthese areas are applicable to and will be extended to flat panel displays.
The focus ofthe advanced lithography effort in NCAICM is the application of active structural control technology to active isolation oflithography equipment from environmental vibration and active damping of self-induced vibration resulting from platen motion. The Automatic System Identification Phase I Project is directed at developing and validating automated on-line techniques for determination of the multiple-input multiple-output structural transfer functions necessary for implementation and operation ofthe control systems being developed under related Phase II Projects.
All four ofthe Phase I Projects are funded, staffed, and underway. About $7.2M is allocated to the Phase I Projects.
SUMMARY
NCAICM provides a new way to integrate federal and commercial research and development. Industry-driven projects determine which technologies are ofprime interest to industry, and, at the same time, industry can select which resources from the national laboratories can best help them improve their manufacturing capabilities. Projects ranging from pre-competitive technology enablers to those retaining intellectual property rights where a commercialization path is in evidence are supported. Information components help enable the information industry, and NCAICM is a new approach to help the US improve its national competitiveness in that area.
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